Erratum: Analytical Sciences, 2016, Vol. 32, No. 9, p. 969, Chromatographic Fingerprint-Bioactivity Relationships of the Antitumor Properties of Bufo bufo gargarizans Skin Extracts.
On page 969, the author line, Lulu SUN,* Jing ZHANG,** Surong ZHAO,* Qiong PAN,* Hongmin ZHANG,* Hao LIU,* and Zhitao ZHANG*should read Lulu SUN,* Jing ZHANG,** Surong ZHAO,* Qiong PAN,* Hongmin ZHANG,* Hao LIU,*† and Zhitao ZHANG*†.On page 969, the sentences, † To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: liuhao6886@foxmail.com; 13956336300@126.comshould be added on the footnote.